Instructions
GERRIT dining table

Congratulations with your purchase.
Every product from the Piet Boon Collection is clearly recognisable by its sober, sturdy style and the use of natural and
honest materials. Comfort, durability and a timeless design
are the conditions which we place on each product. Our furniture is consciously finished in such a manner that in daily
use it gains even more character. We hope you have a great
deal of pleasure from your purchase.

Product specifications
Material

Dimensions (lxbxh)

Solid oak or walnut top. Ecoplex legs
with massive oak/ walnut toplayer.
GERRIT dining table
180
180x80x76 cm
220
220x100x76 cm
270
270x100x76 cm
320
320x100x76 cm
380
380x110x76 cm

Caution
•
Only clean the furniture with a damp cloth.
•
Remove spilt liquids immediately.
•
Remove stains from wine, coffee, alcohol, etc. with
concentrated washing-up liquid and a little water.
•
Never use abrasives or other chemical cleaning
products.
•
Polishes can cause stains, which are difficult to
remove.
•
Do not place hot objects (pans, mugs etc.) directly on
the wood. This causes rings which are impossible to
remove.

Piet Boon Collection reserves all rights for changes to the model
More product informatie can be found at www.pietboon.com

Maintenance
Wood
Our wood is used as naturally as possible. Because wood is a
natural material our furniture will gain even more character
during use and differences in structure or color can occur
between the wooden components. This makes every product unique.
Natural characteristics of the wood, such as knots, blemishes and black spots are unavoidable. Open defects however may not be in view, but may be present on the underside
of your table. The daylight in which the furniture is placed
will determine the final color.
Avoid fluctuations in temperature and humidity; this
can lead to wood warping whereby small top and dry
cracks will occur over time. Ensure that the room temperature remains between 15 °C and 24 °C and the level of humidity between 40% and 60%. For this reason,
do not place your furniture too close to a heat source.
Varnish
The varnishes reach their maximum hardness after two
months. So handle your furniture with great care during the
first months. The applied varnishes are scratch resistant.
However, be careful with hard objects such as earthenware
or your laptop.
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Guarantee
See general terms & conditions.
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1.

The legs of the GERRIT 2200 and 2700 can be placed in
different positions. This depends whether you prefer
space at the head of the table or rather have more

space between the legs. In the illustration below
these different leg positions are shown for the GERRIT 3200 and GERRIT 3800.
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2.

Let the table top lie upside down on the package. This
will prevent damaging the product.

3.

A

B
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GERRIT 2700

1250

1750

1930

GERRIT 2200

1250

1430

GERRIT 1800

1250

Place the leg on the table top as shown in the illustration. Fix the leg with the added screws on the table
top.

8x

4.

Repeat this for the second leg.
8x
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5.

Turn the table on its legs.

